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Trampers clamber up Waterfall Face

to Rabbit Pass in this file photograph

from Aspiring Guides website.

Wanaka police refer Rabbit Pass accident to coroner

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION

Waterfall Face in the Mt Aspiring National Park presents a "unique difficulty'' to trampers, alpinists say.

Wanaka police have referred Wednesday afternoon's fatal tramping accident in the Mt Aspiring National Park to the coroner.

A 24-year-old woman from the United States fell to her death on the treacherous waterfall face section of the four-day Eastern Matukituki Traverse between

Makarora and Wanaka.

READ MORE: Woman dead after fall in Mt Aspiring National Park

The woman's male tramping companion, from Austria, has not been identified.

Wanaka Sergeant Allan Grindell said the woman's next of kin had been advised and until police had completed

formal identification procedures, her name would not be released.

The woman and her companion were friends who had met recently while travelling around New Zealand.

Wanaka police search and rescue coordinator Sergeant Aaron Nicholson said the companion had helped retrieve the woman, was still shaken and upset and

did not want to give a media statement.

They were three days into their tramp from Makarora, via Blue Pools and the Gillespie Circuit, to Cameron Flat in the East Matukituki Valley.

Nicholson said conditions were good and the waterfall face was dry. He did not believe there were issues with equipment.

"It is too early to account for why she fell. It is not clear why she lost her footing," he said.

Wanaka alpine cliff rescue team volunteers retrieved the deceased and her companion late Wednesday afternoon.

Aspiring Guides chief guide Whitney Thurlow was with clients nearby and called emergency services. Thurlow was still in the field and could not be contacted

by Fairfax.

Alpine Cliff Rescue Team leader Gary Dickson could not be contacted for comment.

The Rabbit Pass is a noted area of difficulty but few incidents have been reported there in recent years.

Known incidents include a 27-year-old male Irish tramper who walked away with rib injuries after a fall in 2009.

In 2004, English tramper Michael Johnson, 38, died descending into the waterfall flat area from the nearby Lois Peak, in a ill-fated attempt to avoid the

notorious route.

The nearby Mt Twilight was the scene of another fall in 2012, taking the life of Wellington man Michael Gillard Taylor, 60.

The Department of Conservation rates the entire East Matukituki traverse as an "expert route".

The waterfall face is a 40-50m near-vertical slope normally tackled north to south, on the way from Top Forks Hut to the top of the 1430m Rabbit Pass.

Doc specifically describes the Rabbit Pass section as "suitable for experienced alpine trampers and only to be undertaken in good conditions" and "extremely

dangerous when wet, windy or under snow."

Thurlow, writing on Aspiring Guides' website, has described the route as a "unique difficulty" and an alluring option for trampers because it is not relatively high

and in good conditions does not require ice equipment.

"Many people find the well prepared tracks over other passes quite reasonable and feel they are adequately prepared for what they anticipate will be a slightly

harder but still acceptable challenge. Unfortunately this proves to be a mistake for many who attempt the pass," Thurlow wrote.

The waterfall face was described as 9.9 on the sphincter scale by the "Moa Hunters" group who successfully traversed the Mt Aspiring National Park route near

Wanaka in 2009.

While it is more usual to ascend the pass, Kiwi tramper Cris Lovell-Smith descended it last year and in a blog about the uncomfortable experience wrote: "It

was extremely exposed. The descent begins with a sidle/climb across very steep terrain. A wrong foot would lead to a roll down a very run-out slope to the

edge of the cliff before a fall to its base. It would be a freak accident if you survived."

Nicholson said it was a "tricky section of the track. You have to be careful.[It's] not any more dangerous than a lot of other New Zealand's back country".

Two other people died this year in separate tramping accidents in other parts of the Mt Aspiring National Park.

They were Scott "Brock" Oliver, of Wellington, and Allison Lynn Willen of the US. They both drowned. 

READ MORE: Mt Aspiring National Park drownings spark warning from coroner
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